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BOSTON EDISON 10 CFR 2.201
~*

P4gnm Nuclear Power Staten
Rocky Hdi Road

Plymouth, Massachusetts o2360

July 26, 1993
BECo Ltr. 93-092

E. T. Boulette, PhD !

Senior Vice President-Nuclear

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attn: Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Docket No. 50-293
License No. DPR-35

S>tbject: REPLY TO NOTICE OF VIOLATIONS

Reference: NRC Region I Inspection Report 50-293/93-10
,

Dear Sir:

Enclosed is Boston Edison Company's reply to the Notice of Violations contained.in
the referenced inspection report.

As discussed per telecon between N.L. Desmond and your E.B. McCabe on July 14, 1993,
this report is being submitted within 30 days of receipt of the report. The report
was received by Boston Edison on June 29, 1993.

With regard to your request to better understand the actions contained in the
,

attached response, Boston Edison representatives will be prepared to provide '

additional details at the upcoming meeting scheduled for August 4,1993 at King of
Prussia.

Please do not hesitate to contact me if there are any questions regarding this
repl y-.
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b CLd ,

E. T. Boulette, PhD
,
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Enclosure

cc: Mr. Thomas T. Martin
Regional Administrator, Region I
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
475 Allendale Rd.
King of Prussia, PA 19406
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NOTICE OF VIOLATION

Mr. R. B. Eaton
Div. of Reactor Projects I/II
Office of NRR - USNRC
One White Flint North - Mail Stop 1401
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

Sr. NRC Resident inspector - Pilgrim Station
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ENCLOSURE 1
,

' "

REPLY TO NOTICE OF VIOLATION

Boston Edison Company Docket No. 50-293
Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station License No. DPR-35

As a result of the inspection conducted at Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station from May 10,
1993, through May 14, 1993, and in accordance with the NRC Enforcement Policy (10 CFR 2,
Appendix C), the following violations were identified:

N_0TICE OF VIOLATION (A)

10 CFR 19.12 requires, in part, that all individuals working in a restricted area be
instructed in the precautions and procedures to minimize exposure to radioactive
materials, in the purpose and functions of protective devices employed, and in the :

applicable provisions of the Commission's regulations and licenses. Technical
Specification 6.11 requires that procedures for personnel radiation protection shall be
approved, maintained and adhered to for all operations involving personnel radiation
exposure. Procedure No. 6.1-022, Rev. 34, " Issue, Use, and Termination of Radiation Work

,

Permits", specifies that general RWPs shall not be used to enter high radiation areas
except for operator rounds or for radiological protection entries (Section 6.0 [4]).

Contrary to the above, on April 24, 1993, three individuals made an unauthorized*

entry into a high radiation area in the "B" RHR Quad, and had not been instructed in
the radiological conditions in their work area and had not been instructed in the ,

precautions and procedures to minimize exposure to radioactive materials.

Contrary to the above, on April 24, 1993, three individuals made an entry into a*

high radiation area in the "B" RHR Quad by using the general Radiation Work Permit
No. 5011, which prohibits high radiation area entries.

This is a Severity Level IV Violation (Supplement VI).

RESPONSE TO VIOLATION

The Boston Edison Company accepts this violation.

REASON FOR VIOLATION

The cause of the incident was inatterdion to detail. On April 24, 1993, contractor
(Mercury) personnel entered a posted High Radiation Area in the "B" Residual Heat Removal
(RHR) Quadrant without being briefed on the radiological conditions in their work area.
In addition, the three workers entered the High Radiation Area using a General Radiation
Work Permit (RWP) which specifically prohibits entries into areas greater than or equal to
100 mr/hr. The Assistant Construction Superintendent having just been assigned to the
task that evening was unaware of the Specific RWP 93-2063 that had been written to be used
for the entire task. He was also responsible to conduct the pre-job briefing with the
foreman and craft personnel. Per the critique of the event the turnover from the previous
shift was not based upon the work documents regarding the RWP or the Maintenance Request
(MR), but was a verbal discussion and did not cover the radiological aspects of the job.

By their own admission, the three workers failed to read the area postings prior to their
entry, and also failed to read General RWP No. 93-5011 (written for use on ths Reactor
Building 23' only). In addition, the cognizant jeb foreman failed to ensure the work was
conducted in accordance with the RWP and that the workers were aware of the radiological
conditions in the work area (as outlined in PNPS Procedure 1.3.106, Conduct of
Radiological Operations).
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CORRECTIVE ACTION TAKEN AND RESULTS ACHIEVED

Im' mediate corrective action was taken to suspend work on RWP 93-5011, to restrict the
three involved individuals from entering Radiologically Controlled Areas, and to notify
appropriate management personnel. Radiological Problem Report 93.0322 was written to
document the event. Radiological Protection (RP) supervision toured the work area to 1

verify the adequacy of area postings.

Further corrective action was taken following a critique of the incident on 4/29/93. The
three involved workers were disciplined and the job Foreman and the Assistant Construction
Superintendent were issued formal warnings. On 5/7/93 an extensive review of the
incident, with day and night shift Mercury personnel, was conducted by the Field
Engineering and Supervision Division. The Radiological Protection Manager met with the ,

Projects And Construction Manager and the Mercury Project Manager to review the issue and
identify corrective actions.

Mercury personnel were briefed on their responsibility for understanding the*

radiological requirements for conducting work.

The Radiological Protection (RP) Section reviewed General RWP sign-in sheets to*

ensure that this was an isolated incident. No additional problems were identified.

RP and Mercury management conducted a review of Procedure 1.3-106 " Conduct of*

Radiological Operations" with Mercury personnel .

Due to a question asked during the critique on the difference between the sound of*

the two ALNOR alarms (for dose rate and integrated dose) all Mercury personnel were
provided training on ALNOR alarms.

Mercury management also conducted a Division meeting with all their personnel stressing
the importance of attentiveness to radiological postings and indicating that procedural
noncompliance would not be tolerated.

CORRECTIVE ACTION TAKEN TO PREVENT RECURRENCE

To assist in preventing individual inattentiveness in the future, the following will be
implemented prior to MCO 10 (April 1994).

Pilgrim Station has committed to provide Radiation Protection Liaisons to the Field*

Engineering and Supervision Division for all future outages.

Advanced radiation worker training will be implemented by the Technical Training*

Division for Boston Edison Supervisors and selected contractor personnel required to
work in High Radiation Areas.

Pilgrim Station has incorporated an ALNOR alarm demonstration in all General*

Employee Training, (Initial, Requalification and accelerated).
,

Contractor Superintendent and Foreman training will be conducted by the Fieldo

Engineering and Supervision Division to demonstrate the proper method of conducting
a pre-job briefing with special consideration given to the understanding of RWP
details.

DAIE OF FULL COMPLIANCE

Full u mpliance was achieved for this event on April 29, 1993, when the workers were made
aware of their non-adherence to the RWP procedure and were disciplined.
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REPLY TO NOTICE OF VIOLATION j-

Boston Edison Company Docket No. 50-293 |
Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station License No. DPR-35 i

As a result of the inspection conducted at Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station from May 10,
1993, through May 14, 1993, and in accordance with the NRC Enforcement Policy (10 CFR 2,
Appendix C), the following violation was identified:

NOTICE OF VIOLATION (B)

Technical Specification 6.11 requires th:t procedures for personnel radiation protection
shall be approved, maintained and adhered to for all operations involving personnel
radiation exposure.

Procedure No.1.3.106, " Conduct of Radiological Operations", specified that when an
alarming pocket dosimeter alarms due to exceeding the high dose rate alarm setpoint, the
worker shall move to a lower dose rate area or report to radiation protection personnel.

Contrary to the above, on April 24, 1993, three individuals made an entry into a high
|

| radiation area in the "B" RHR Quad. When one of the worker's alarming pocket dosimeter
began to continuously alarm, the worker continued to work in the area, with his dosimeter|

alarming, until reaching a work termination point at which time he left the area.

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement XI).

RESPONSE TO VIOLATION

The Boston Edison Company contests this violation.

BASIS FOR CONTESTING VIOLATION

PNPS Procedure 1.3.106 " Conduct of Radiological Operations" 5.3 [J] reads that "If your
SID alarms on high dose rate, move to a lower dose rate area if possible; otherwise,
report to RP personnel". On April 25, 1993, the Shift Outage Manager conducted a debrief
following notification of three workers entering into a High Radiation Area on General RWP
5011. Based upon the worker's statements, after entering the "B" Quad, one worker began
pulling cables through a conduit penetration while working on a ladder. He proceeded up
the ladder and his ALNOR alarmed near the top. He proceeded to conduct as much of the
work as possible from the bottom of the ladder where the ALNOR did not alarm. He stated
that he checked his accumulated dose periodically and found it read 3 mR on the first
check, and slightly higher the second time. When the crew ran into an obstruction, he
climbed up the ladder again. While still on the ladder he checked his accumulated dose
and found it reading 22 mR. At this point the crew exited the area and reported to RP.
While acknowledging that the workers possessed a degree of unfamiliarity with the ALNOR
Self-Indicating Dosimeters, Pilgrim Station contends that the worker complied with PNPS
Procedure 1.3.106 by leaving the work area when he realized that he could not complete his
task in a low dose rate area. The ALN0R dose rate alarm caused the work crew to leave the
area and the job was abortad.
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